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"You-"

"Rodney, you better not be too arrogant!" Joel was taken aback by Rodney's threats!

"Sir, please save me!"

The young woman was very excited when she saw that someone was trying to help her. After that, nvëlx.o she took advantage of

Rodney being distracted as she hurriedly escaped from Rodney, running over to Joel.

"That!"

Joel looked hesitant as if he was worried about Rodney. However, he could not help but shoot Yonas a look.

It was obvious that this was a trap set by him and Rodney. The goal was obviously Yonas!

Sure enough, Yonas was not on guard at all. He immediately stepped forward.

"Pretty girl, don't worry! I'm here. I won't let Rodney harm you at all!" Yonas said coldly.

The Thompsons were the head of the major families in the southern region, they were also a righteous family!

As the son of the second line of direct descendants, novëxo he had a sense of justice in his heart!

Furthermore, the Thompsons never had a good relationship with the Southern Boss. On top of that, the young woman's looks

were astounding. nvëlx.o She was an incredible beauty that everyone would want!

Just looking at her moved him!

With Rodney harassing her, it was the perfect chance for him to act like a hero!

There was no way he would let it slip!

"Sir, thank you. Thank you so much."

The woman was elated when she heard Yonas' words. After that, she hurriedly thanked him before she hid behind Yonas, trying

to gain Yonas' protection!

"Yonas Thompson, it's you!" Rodney's cold gaze shot right to Yonas as if he just noticed Yonas. His expression sank.

"It's the second child of the Thompsons, Yonas."

"It looks like we're in for a shot."

With Joel and Yonas appearing, the crowd quickly recognized the two of them. They were immediately interested!

Even though the Hiltons were one of the major families of the southern region, the Southern Boss was the king of the

underworld. His power was a bit higher than the Hiltons!

If it was just Joel alone going against Rodney, it would be useless!

However, Yonas was different!

The Thompsons were the head of all the major families in the southern region. They were at least equal to, if not stronger than

the Southern Boss!

Yonas had the right to stand up against Rodney!

With Yonas suddenly appearing like that, novelxo on top of Joel being there. Rodney was immediately at a disadvantage!

However, Rodney was in the top two amongst the younger generation of the southern region. His skills and abilities were second

to Yuri, but he was still not someone Yonas and Joel could defeat!

It was not certain that Yonas would be able to save the woman from Rodney's clutches!

Suddenly, everyone was incredibly interested. They wanted to see who would win in the end!

"Yonas, are you and Joel planning on working together against me?!" Rodney said with a cold glint in his eyes.

This time, his with Joel plan was to set up a beauty trap for Yonas. As long as Yonas stepped forward and Joel helped Yonas, he

would be unable to stand up to the two of them!

Then, he could just find an excuse to fall back. Then, Joel and his plan would be smoothly completed!

"Yes," Joel made sure to play alone, novelxo planning on working with Yonas to stand up to Rondye.

Yet, before he could even finish his words, he was shocked by what Yonas said next!
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